1998 jeep cherokee turns over but wont start

I have a Jeep grand Cherokee 5. It catches, sounds like it wants to start, but there's no actual
ignition. I have replaced the battery, alternator, and starter. Thanks, James. Mike Strawbridge is
a Performance Improvement Coach who loves helping people achieve what they truly want in
life and business.. Any suggestions. After 13 years of production, December production
February saw the Cherokee receive updated exterior and interior styling. My jeep cherokee
doesnt want to start the lights come on but it wont turn over.. A year and a half is long time
-okay maybe it has enough power to lite up the lites and radio but when you hit the high
demanding amps eater, the starter it will drain the battery quicker than you can blink an eye and
that's it for the black juice box, A year and half longtime-okay maybe it has enough power to lite
up the lites and radio but when you hit the high demanding amps eater, the starter it will drain
the battery quicker than you can blink an eye and that's it for the black juice box. Car is getting
p code changed camshaft position sensor. My jeep is a four door. From my understanding this
would stop fuel pressure and other things that are currently present. I checked and the fuel
pump is operational. I immediately suspected that the battery must be low and a jump would do
me ok. Any advice is greatly appreciated. The batteries fine cause the lights and radio turn on
so I figured it was the starter or possibly the solenoid. Disconnect all cables in the opposite
order that you connected them. We have to take off the battery terminals and reconnect them.
He is a car person and, as far as I know, maintained it well. The guys at the Jeep dealership
won't answer me, just keep telling me to bring it in. If you or anyone else have any more input, I
would greatly appreciate it. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Could be Cam or
crank sensor,security issue,etc. I have a jeep cherokee xj. You can't post answers that contain
an email address. Like the battery is taken out of the Jeep when I drive, or in the morning to go
to work, its like no power no lights no nothing then after a 5- 15 minutes everything just comes
back on. Yesterday I drove my truck without any issues, dropped my stepson at school, ran a
couple of errands, and picked up my step daughter from preschool. What would be the reason
why that happens? He had a code reader it said something about exhaust high sensor fault but
he said that may be irrelevant. Dec 19, Mind you in the midst of all this the truck starts
intermittently when it wants to and when it does start I have to gas it because it seems to not
want to 'catch'. How old are the plugs and wires? Anonymous Pull tilt wheel all the way down,
try to start. Just bought a Jeep Cherokee Sport as a winter vehicle and to plow. Well, changed
the ignition coil as the primary circuit was wide open and the secondary was good , and the
truck still won't start. This only happens from time to time; maybe two or three times a month.
This morning it was VERY foggy and humid out not terribly unusual for this part of Louisiana
and I went to start my truck to let it warm up before I left for work. I tried turning it over, but it
wouldn't start. Sensors were replaced as well. The power locks on the drivers side doesn't work
but the power locks on the passengers side does work. I started it the other day and moved it to
the driveway, and when I went to get back in it later, it won't start, not even a click of the starter.
Jeep won't start but starter and battery are good - JeepForum. Has anyone had any issues with
their Jeep after the bypass? But he could be wrong as he is not specifically a jeep mechanic. If
you have power at to coil, look at your ignition cap and rotor for carbon build up. I have a 98
Cherokee 4. A no start condition, on your 4. The sensor is I waited about 10 minutes and tried
again. Shows I'm on empty, which I know there is a half tank. We found the problem and fixed it.
Burned out by my battery cables which were corroded and causing arcing. Tip: The max point
reward for answering a question is It cranks, has fuel pressure, but has no power to coil or
injectors. If you see battery voltage, check for ground on pin 85 in the relay socket. Let it warm
up, came back out and it had quit. The windows will work with the door switches, but the door
locks will not work. My '96 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo won't start and the brake feels locked
won't even go down at all. Tell us some more! Foggy and won't start Does your jep have a
distributor? Didn't even read in the slightest on the ohmeter. When it decides to not start it
makes a real fast clicking noise, almost like the battery is dead The gauges and lights all come
on, but show nothing. I have Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo with all-wheel drive 4. Moving the
power switch produces â€¦ Jeep Cherokee owners have reported 36 problems related to car will
not start under the electrical system category. My car has an automatic transmission. After
about almost dollars the PCM was replaced, and the crankshaft as well as ignition? I know in my
jeep when I was having that type of problem that was exactly what was wrong, Better check the
rotor button- the spark wll never make it to the plugs. If it still wont start, Set parking brake and
move gear shifter to rev. You should get 12v. I did the little trick to reset the PCM on Thursday,
so I don't know if it had anything to do with it. I have good mechanical knowledge myself but
these newer fuel injection systems I won't touch. The battery is good, the starter sounds
normal, it catches and cranks normally, there's just no ignition. Have you checked the crank
position sensor. Ran great for a day and drove to work. Hi: I have a Jeep Grand Cherokee
Laredo with a right front power window that seems to be stuck closed. I have radio and lights

and guages, but that won't â€¦ Won't turn over in neutral or any other. Funny you mention that.
My 98 Cherokee won't start. To identify a battery failure, first turn the key and switch on the
ignition. I need this car going asap for my wife so some assistance would be greatly
appreciated. This happened a couple days ago and while I was on the phone with my father I
had the key turned over and after a few seconds it decided to crank over and start! Knowing
that the cause of the problem lies in these 3 specific areas will help you figure out what tests
you need to perform to find the faulty component and thus solve the problem. I have a Jeep
Cherokee with the V6. No voltage to the coil or fuel pump. Posted on Nov 24, Well, let is suffice
to say that there was no spark from the wires. After I cleaned the air intake, added some fuel
injector cleaner as well as crankcase cleaner, it still did the same thing. When I try to start it
again it won't turn over, but if I wait a while it will turn over again but just do the same. I was
greeted with the same, plus the odor of unburned gasoline. Happened again and was stranded
in the snow , more than once. The parking brake light on the dash lights up but VERY faint. I
cannot check the fuel filter on my Cherokee because the models have them inside the fuel tank
according to my haynes book. Thanks again for your help. So I purchased a new one. Now we're
wondering if the starter is out, so that will be coming out of my Truck tomorrow and replaced
hopefully. If the Jeep Cherokee has stopped running or will not start and you feel that the fuel
pump has failed, then this is the proper way of diagnosing the problem before replacing an item
that may not be needed. A good possibility is that the crank sensor is bad. Yesterday, it ran
perfect. The email address entered is already associated to an account. The Jeep Cherokee has
5 problems reported for engine won't turn over, won't start. I've got power, bc all dash lights
come on. I have a jeep grand Cherokee with the v8 engine and none of my Windows will go up
or down. The fuel pump will only have power for 2 seconds I till it sees a crank signal.
Somehow, the power that your engine is creating is not making it to the rear wheels. The next
day when I had tried to start my Jeep, first the engine turned over at a hyper sounding rate, but
wouldn't start. Step 2: Please assign your manual to a product: By entering the Fixya site you
declare that you have read and agreed to its Terms. If the problem is a dead battery, then this
will charge it. There is almost never a situation where you would need to take the radiator cap
off of the radiator to add coolant. In this video I have a look at a Jeep Grand Cherokee that was
towed in from another shop as a no start, no crank. I have no electrical, wont turn over, no
lights. If it was running yesterday and only cranks this morning you need to determine which
you are missing - spark or fuel. Or try to start in neutral. At any random time my Jeep Grand
Cherokee laredo will not start. Lights come on, radio comes on, lights do not dim, but Jeep will
not start. When it stalls it's just like the key was turned off, and then won't start again. I went out
to start it and it started for like 2 or 3 seconds then it died. Bill, No known inertia switch for your
vehicle unless installed aftermarket. Was this. On Monday morning, out of nowhere, it seems,
my JGC will not start. I get power to my lights, radio etc. A neighbor heard about what happened
and while I was at work, my Fiancee allowed them to check the wires utilizing the "screwdriver
test". It' controls the asd relay which turns on your spark and fuel, I have a Jeep sport it crank
but wont start I dont know what it could be, it's highly unlikely, there are only two things that
can make this happen, not getting fuel fuel pump failure, fuel pump regulator or not getting
ignition bad coils, ignition module failure, bad distributor, distributor cap, rotor. Went to start it
to leave, it took a couple times but started. Again, no problems or a hint of one. Whether your
specific 4. That is the very first thing I suspected, the mechanic does not even think it is a
possibility. If I put on the hazard I can hear the relay click but no lights. I don't think it's the coil,
because there is no signal to the coil. Now there's minimal [electrical] output, if at all. Question
about Jeep Cherokee Country. Most common complaints are about the electronics system and
braking. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep Cherokee based on
all problems reported for the Cherokee. It's getting fuel and spark from the plugs. Average
failure mileage is 9, miles. This is starting to get expensive. Please also check out the statistics
and reliability analysis of the Jeep Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Cherokee. It
was running for about 20 minutes. The Grand Cherokee has had at least 95 recalls over the
years. Any suggestions at this point would be greatly appreciated, because I am at my wits end
as far as this is concerned as well as my financial means' end. It has Power locks as well as a
rocker style interior lock to manually lock it. It wouldn't start yesterday Friday. Tried starting it,
just cranks and won't fire. It's been a few months and sometimes the car wont start. Average
failure mileage is 30, miles. It was shorted and dead. The guy helping me noticed that the
negative terminal of the battery was very hot to the touch, and when I loaded up the OBD again,
it showed a trouble code for the ignition coil again. In the last few weeks I have a complete
electrical power loss. If the jeep starts then replace the starter. Seven problems related to car
will not start have been reported for the Jeep Cherokee. I have a Jeep Cherokee and my family's
shop did a neutral safety switch bypass. Also please check out the statistics and reliability

analysis of Jeep Grand Cherokee based on all problems reported for the Grand Cherokee. Zach
k on the milage. I have a 98 jeep cherokee I just bought from my brother with , miles on it when
purchased. If it starts, the problem is the battery, and possibly the alternator if it doesn't run at
volts. The battery is new. We have a Jeep Grand Cherokee that was towed with the transfer case
in gear, but the transmission was not in gear. Battery is fine, starter connections are fine. If the
jeep does not start, take a test light and see if you are getting voltage to the big nut on the
starter while trying to start it. Same problem, cranks but won't fire. An expert who has achieved
level 2 by getting points. I will pick one up in the morning and let you know what I find. At this
point, if it's still letting me start it up until Monday, I'm going to go back to the mechanic that did
the PCM and sensor jobs for me. Starting from the basics, take off the fuel cap and listen
closely for the fuel pump to come on as a helper turns on the ignition key. After a few hours of
waiting and trying again it starts up fine. I only had time this morning to take cables off battery
and clean the posts, but still nothing. It sounds like it wants to start but just won't power into it.
Out of no where my jeep would not start. It will turn over, but won't fire. Still no luck. I had no
warning. Just got my jeep last saturday, it's ran really good up until Wednesday. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Skip to content. Share this article. Add a Comment Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. I have a Jeep Cherokee Sport and it won't crank. The starter
works but the engine won't turn over. Have checked all fuses. Any ideas? Momofthree13
answered 2 years ago. Still no spark. Traced down all grounds, replaced the new Crankshaft
Position Sensor. Found the ECM, but haven't replaced it yet. GuruXTS77 answered 2 years ago.
Take off distributior cap see if it's turning if no sorry but big job replace timing chain or belt or if
lucky it just came off LOL. GuruCRX23 answered about a year ago. Try to start in neatral , or
power on take of pos cable, wait 1 minute tap 3 times re connect, it resets ecm! GuruSX5LR
answered about a year ago. Hi i have a grand chearicee has fuel and turns over but wont start
But when it dose it runs for bit then dies any ideas an what wrong. Easttenndude answered
about a year ago. Have checked My 96 jeep was running great the day before. I went to start it
the next day and it just cranked. I thought it might be a fuel pump or fuel filter so i sprayed
starting fluid down the air intake but not Just bought a Jeep Cherokee Sport as a winter vehicle
and to plow. Ran great for a day and drove to work. Went to start it to leave, it took a couple
times but started. Let it warm up, came Cranks but won't start. ECM bad. CPS bad. Fuel pump
bad. Cranks strong, battery 18 months old and trickle charged - OK. ASD and Fuel pump relay
click in. Voltage test shows relay is activa I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Jeep
cranks but won't start. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Cherokee Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Just bought a Jeep
Cherokee Sport as a winter vehicle and to plow. Ran great for a day and drove to work. Went to
start it to leave, it took a couple times but started. Let it warm up, came back out and it had quit.
Tried starting it, just cranks and won't fire. Replaced the coil and crank sensor. Same problem,
cranks but won't fire. Any ideas or help? At this point don't want to put much more into it.
GuruZNP7J answered 3 years ago. A couple other things, had a computer hooked up and the
code was for low voltage to the distributor; and, also replaced the cam position sensor. Check
o2 sensor first It was actually the new crank position sensor. When it was put in the connection
was loose. It's up and running again! GuruXTS77 answered 2 years ago. Ok Guy's to all that
have this problem. Of crank no start one of three thing's. Worked for me hope it does for u good
luck. S You can be sure if you're distributior is turning it's not the timing chain or belt it works
of the cam and it won't turn if broken. Easttenndude answered about a year ago. I replaced the
cps in my 98 gc laredo and jeep continued to just crank after about 5 or 6 diff ppl looked with,no
luck so I just let it sot for 6 months!! I started reading this very site and decided to see what
codes i could see if any and i also put it in neutral might be the safety switch or whatever it's
called so after doing the ignition switch thing and moved to neutral back to park it fired right up
I almost had heart attack! Man was I happy lol. Guru1BXNR answered about a year ago.
Guru6SXW2 answered 11 months ago. Pops answered 5 months ago. I have 99 Jeep Grand
Cherokee with the 4. GuruZBK answered about a month ago. I have a Jeep Cherokee 4. Let it
warm up, came Was driving and the Jeep just stopped. Put in a new fuel pump, not the problem.
Although we can't hear the fuel pump when key is turned on. Checked fuses, they are ok. Any
suggestions? I have a Jeep Cherokee Sport and it won't crank. The starter works but the engine
won't turn over. Have checked My 96 jeep was running great the day before. I went to start it the

next day and it just cranked. I thought it might be a fuel pump or fuel filter so i sprayed starting
fluid down the air intake but not I have a 95 jeep Cherokee sport 4x4 with the 4. I have a different
car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of
CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please
refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it
violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Cherokee Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. A no start condition, on
your 4. Knowing that the cause of the problem lies in these 3 specific areas will help you figure
out what tests you need to perform to find the faulty component and thus solve the problem. In
this tutorial, which is a primer on what can cause a cranks but does not start condition , I'll
share some insights and tips, based from my actual experience, that will help you narrow down
your troubleshooting efforts. Before I jump into the specifics of what causes a no start
condition, I want to clarify the difference between two common terms you'll see and hear as you
diagnose the problem on your 4. Cranks But Does Not Start Condition: In this type of condition,
you turn the key and the engine in your Jeep cranks turns over but it doesn't start run. The
usual suspects, that can cause this type of problem, are a bad fuel pump, bad crank sensor, bad
ignition coil if your Jeep is distributor equipped , etc. Does Not Crank Condition: Means that the
engine is not cranking when you turn the key to crank the engine. In other words, the engine
doesn't turn over at all. This is usually due to a bad starter motor, bad ignition switch, bad
neutral safety switch, or the engine is locked up. If your 4. As I mentioned at the beginning of
this tutorial, a no start condition is caused by a lack of one of 3 basic things. These three things
are:. When your 4. It's as simple as this! I know, I know, I may be over-simplifying it all but
knowing that only one of three things is missing really helps to put the problem into
perspective! Also, knowing this means that when your Jeep doesn't want to start More
specifically, this means that troubleshooting the problem requires that you check and confirm
that:. OK, the list of possible things that can go wrong looks pretty long but it is rare to see or
have two different components go bad from two separate systems at the same time. The cool
thing is, is that there is a diagnostic strategy that you can use to figure out exactly what's wrong
with your particular no-start problem. Let's find out more about it in the next subheading.
Starter Motor Circuit Diagram 4. Power Distribution Center 4. Then we met. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this
tutorial:. All Articles: Jeep 4. Applies To:. Jeep Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be
banned from the site! Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of
December 1, , the forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and
advice you have provided to one another over the years. Turn the key and nothing Replace
starter, ignition switch on column, and battery terminals. Wiring looks to be ok but, still nothing.
I have the manual and have done everything that it suggests. Any ideas? Hey, I have the same
problem. How did you solve it? I have replaced the ignition Switch, the starter, taken out the 3rd
party alarm. I have also switches some of the relays under the hood in the fuse box to see if it
made a difference. Yes, I can touch the starter silionid with a screwdriver and it starts and runs
great. How did you fix your issue? I am stumped with this one. Your problem sounds like a
faulty nuetral safety switch in you console, try putting the shifter in nuetral then try starting it if
it works you will need to replace the switch. I just picked up a 93 jeep cherokee and it has the
exact problem discribed here. I'm going to try and replace the nuetral safty switch, and
hopefully all will be good. You have made my day, week, and month! Ok i have a jeep cherokee
automatic. I put it in the shop because it wont start. It was there for almost two weeks and it still
doesnt work. He replaced two parts i cant remember what they were, but when i go to crank it it
will make the noise like it wants to start but doesnt want to turn over. If you could please help
me f
1989 nissan pathfinder
jvc auto stereo manuals
is300 repair manual
igure it out i would appreciate it alot. I had same problem, it turned out after two weeks in
workshop, to be the the "Crank Angle Sensor" had it replaced and works fine. I have the same
problem, I have a Jeep Cherokee Sport, automatic.. I heard that it should, but it doesn't. My jeep
this has only happened to me 3 times, I go to turn it on and it acts like it wants to but then it
wont, then when I try and turn the key, nothing, no sound, nothing. It will start after a few mins,

but its kind of scary wondering if youru going to be stranded you know. Do you think its this
sensor? I am having the same problem with my jeep and everyone is telling me to remove my
neutral position switch and clean it out. Discussion is locked. Wont start!!! Thanks, I think this
may help Wont even turn over. Try this. Same Issue.. Jeep won't start. Back to Auto Repair Roadshow forum. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand Forums. Roadshow
Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb.

